Class Yearbook

Objective: To design a class yearbook in Spanish

Our class will put together a class yearbook with one page designed by each student. You must write a minimum of 15 Spanish sentences. Try and make it attractive and creative while keeping in mind the goal: use as much Spanish as possible.

1. Your picture. Ideas: Clip art, photograph, magazine picture, drawing, etc… It does not have to be really you

2. Your name. My name is= __________________

3. Your age. I am 15 years old= _______________

4. Physical description in complete Spanish sentences. Don’t forget adjective agreement
   a. Height (tall/short)
   b. Hair color
   c. Eye color
   d. Other features: nose, beard, moustache, etc…
   e. Good looks

5. Personality in complete Spanish sentences

6. Use at least 4 different adjectives of comparison.

7. Likes and dislikes (using gustar, odiar)

Make it look good! Be creative. Have some fun with it